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HIGH-FLYING TECH STOCKS PRICED FOR PERFECTION
This week Travis Kalanick, chief executive of car-hailing and -sharing app Uber resigned following a string of controversies connected to the company’s 
practises and his personal conduct. Uber has raised $12bn in funding and is valued at $69bn despite having made substantial losses throughout its 
existence. It is one of a number of tech-based companies which have been hugely popular with private capital searching for the next big thing in a period 
of sluggish GDP growth. Kalanick’s departure is seen as clearing the decks for an IPO, where the institutional investors will try and persuade the rest 
of us to pay them more than the huge sum they have invested in a loss-making business. There are a number of companies out there selling things for 
less than the cost it takes to make them and spinning a great story to investors. It is possible that some of them will end up successful, but it is hard 
not to see investing in companies without a clear path to profitability as simply gambling. 

GLOBAL: MSCI GIVETH AND TAKETH AWAY
Tuesday gave us the MSCI’s annual technical review of its emerging market indices 
with both winners and losers. Winners namely being Saudi Arabia and China whilst 
Argentina’s remains ostracized to the Frontiers markets even after managing to 

sell a $2.75 billion, eight per cent yield, 100-year US dollar denominated bond to yield hungry 
investors. The Argentine Merval dived more than five per cent on Wednesday after more than 
doubling since President Mauricio Macri took office 18 months ago. The Argentine Peso would 
also hit a record low against the dollar on Wednesday.

With the IMF’s recent improved projection of Saudi economic growth to 4.5 per cent in 2017 and 
following the news that the Riyadh based exchange had made it onto the MSCI emerging market 
watch-list, the Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul) gained 5.5%. Even though the 222 A-shares will 
only represent 0.73% of the MSCI Emerging market index, the Chinese Securities Index closed 
up 0.5 per cent, the highest level since December 2015.

UK: MARK CARNEY WATERS DOWN RATES HIKE AND BANKERS 
FACING THE MUSIC
The shock of a close Monetary Policy Committee vote on UK rates and subsequent 
rise in sterling with a jump in the two year yield required Bank of England governor 

Mark Carney to clarify that the bank would not tighten monetary policy until the reality of Brexit 
negotiations were clearer and the economy’s reaction to that and tighter financial conditions. 
The two year yield eased towards 0.10 per cent, remaining below the current base rate of 0.25 
per cent as markets are bracing for causalities following Brexit negotiations. Early indications 
are encouraging with Theresa May guaranteeing the rights of 3m EU citizens living in Britain.

Former CEO of Barclays John Varley has become the first head of a large financial group to be 
formally charged with criminal activity with the potential of facing a 22 year prison sentence. 
He is not alone as the Serious Fraud Office could also charge three other ex-directors for their 
part in sourcing and facilitating “advisory service agreements” with Qatari investors as the bank 
tried to avoid a Lehman collapse. Barclays would shed 1.9 per cent on the day. 

US: OIL SLIDES AND TRUMP STRIPPING VOLCKER RULE
Crude oil fell below $45 for the first time since November last year as it continued its 
slide for most of week, right until Thursday when it stabilised from its bear market, 
rising 0.6% to $42.77 per barrel. Fortunately for the “reflationist” Federal Reserve, 

the slide appears to have come from rising US output rather than falling global demand. US 
energy stocks are currently on course for the worst half since 1990, reversing last year’s strong 
performance. The S&P 500 energy sector index has shed 15 per cent in 2017. As oil prices have 
come under strain, the yield on energy junk bonds rose to 5.45 percentage points on Wednesday 
from 4.97 pp on Monday.

On the back of that and following a hawkish Fed, the dollar continues to trade sideways as 
the market appears unconvinced of the sustained growth forecasted. Perhaps bank regulators 
acceptance on Thursday of key recommendations by the Trump administration may cause 
markets to shelf political risk stemming from Trump’s investigation. As the yield curve has 
flattened throughout this year, this might be the tonic financials were looking for.
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